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w-SINGULAR SPECTRUM

DoHAN Ku.t*

1. Introduction

Beurling[l] and Roumieu[6], [7J generalized the theory of Schwartz
distributions around 1960. In Beurling's ultradistribution theory log (1 +
I~I) is replaced by more general subadditive function w(';). Then the
test function space :;;g.. is smaller than :;;g~ and the class of ultradis
tributions :;;g,/ larger than tif'. On the other hand, in Roumieu's
ultradistribution theory the test function space Co" is replaced by the
non quasianalytic Denjoy-Carleman class CL. (See Hormander[4J. [5J).
Also the theory of Beurling's ultradistribution was refined in Bjorck[2J
to generalize most of the theorems in Chap. Ill, IV, VI of Hormander
[3J.

In this paper we shall attempt to give an easier treatment of
microlocal analysis for somewhat restricted class of Beurling's ultradis
tributions. This class that we consider here can be slightly different
from the class considered in Hormander[4], [5J.

In the next section, following Bjorck[2] we recall the standard
notations, definitions, and theorems to state Paley-Wiener type theorems
for Beurling ultradifIerentiahle functions and ultradistrihutions. We refer
to BjOrck[2] and Hormander[4J for the other notations appearing in
the next section.

2. Definitions and Paley-Wriner Theorems

We mainly limit ourselves to the following class of concave functions
in the sequel.

DEFINITION 2. 1. Q (t) is said to be a concave function of convergence
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type if Q(t) is an increasing continuous concave function on [0,00).
The following conditions should he required for the ex istence of test

functions and the partition of unity.

DEFINITION 2. 2. We denote by .A"" the set of all functions w on Rn
such that

(a) w(~)=Q(I~J) where Q is a concave function of convergence type,

«(3) J(Q) = foo !J~) dt<oo.
1 t

Following Beurling[lJ and Bjorck[2J we now introduce the definition
of ultradifferentiable functions.

Let wE.A"", epEV (Rn) and A he a real number. Then we write

lIeplb= f I$(~) le~"'Wd~.

DEFINITION 2. 3. 9J.. is the set of all epELI (R") such that ep has
compact support and lIeplb<oo for all 1>0. The element of 9J", is called
a ultradifferentiable function. Also if EeR", then

9J'" (E) = {,pE9J.. ; supp ,peE}.

Let K he compact and Q open. Then as in the case of 9J (K) and
;:g (Q), 9J..(K) is a Frechet space under the seminorms 11· 11... (m= 1,
2"') and 9J",(Q) can he defined as the inductive limit of Frechet spaces
;:g.. (K).

If wE.A"", then Beurling showed that the condition (fj), the existence
of partitions of unity and the nontrivialness of 9J.. are all equivalent.
Also he showed for wE.A"" that 9J..(Q)eCoOO(Q) for every open set Q

in Rn if and only if for some real a and positive b we have

w(~»a+b log (1 + I~I) v~ER".

Now we are in a position to define the Beurling class &i?

DEFINITION 2. 4. We denote by &i? the set of all continuous real
valued functions w on Rn, satisfying conditions (a), (fj) and (r) :

(a) w(';)=Q(\';\) where Q is a concave function of convergence type,

(fj) J(Q) = f~ Q~) dt<oo,

(r) there exist real a and positive b such that
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We will now state the generalized Paley-Wiener theorem for ultra
differentiable functions.

THEOREM 2. 5. Let liJEYiP and let K he a compact convex set in Rn
with support function H. If U is an entire function of n complex
variahles '=~+i7)= (Ch "', en), the following three conditions are
equivalent:

( i) For each A>O and each e>O there exists a constant Cl,_ such that

f IU(~+i7) le~"wd~~Cl,.eH('>+·I,I, 7)ER".
B"

(ii) For each '<>0 and each e>O there exists a constant Cl,.' such that

IU(~+i7) I~C1,.'eH(')+·I' 1-1..W, C=~+i7)Ecn.

(iii) U(C) = Je-i<:r,t>rjJ(x)dx with some rjJE9J..(K).

DEFINITION 2. 6. g'.. (m is the set of all complex valued functions rjJ
in D such that if c/JE9J.. (D), then c/JrjJE9J.. (D).

As in the Schwartz distribution theory we now define the Beurling
ultradistributions.

DEFINITION 2.7. Let mEYJS and let Q be an open subset of R".
Then 9J..' (m is the space of all continuous linear functionals on
9J..(m.

Finally, we need the following generalizations of support and singular
support for Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem and microlocal analysis in
the Beurling ultradistribution theory.

DEFINITION 2. 8. Let mEYJS. If uE9J..' (D), the support of u (denoted
by supp u) is defined as the smallest closed set K such that U=O in
DnKc.

DEFINITION 2.9. Let ml and mEY9. If uE9J../ (D) the m-singular
support of u (denoted by sing.. supp u) is defined as the smallest closed
set K such that uEg'.. (QnKC).

We can now state the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem for ultradis
tributions with compact support.
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THEOREM 2.10. Let wEY9 and let K be a compact convex set in Rn
and let H be the support function of K. If U is an entire function of
n complex variables r;, = ~+ iT) = (r.}, "', r.n), the following three conditions
are equivalent:

(a) For some real A and all positive c:, there exists a constant Cl,. such
that

(h) For some real A and all positive c there exists a constant Cl,.' such
that

IU(~+iT)) I<C~,.'eH(~J+.l ~ I +lwW, ';+iT)ECn•

(c) U is the Fourier-Laplace transform of some uEg'w with
suppucK.

3. Main Results

Making use of Paley-Wiener theorem we will define thet w-singular
spectrum for Beurling ulradistrihutions. We start from the simple
consequence of Paley-Wiener theorem.

LEMMA 3. 1. Let wEY9 and vEg'.,' (R"). Then vEq.. (R") if and
only if for every positive number .< there exists a constant Cl such that

IVC,;) I<Cle-l.,w, ';ER".

Proof. The proof is clear hy the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in
Theorem 2.5 (Also see the proof of Theorem 2.10.).

It is clear from Definition 2 that for vEg'.,' sing.. supp v can be
interpreted as the set of points having no neighborhood where v is in
g'... Now we introduce the concept of cone which describes the direction
of the high frequencies causing singularities.

DEFINITION 3.2. If vEg'.,', then the cone XCv) is the set of all
1)ER"\O having no conic neighhorhood V such that for every '<>0 there
exists Cl with

Iv(.;) I<C~e-l"w, ~EV.

It is clear that X(v) is a closed cone in R"\O. Using the following
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theorem we can combine the information about the location of the
singularities and the singularity cone S (v) .

THEOREM 3. 2. If q,EEY'" (Rn) and vEg'",' (Rn) then

S(if>v)CS(v).

Proof. The Fourier transform of u=if>v is the convolution

By Theorem 2.10 there exist some real Al and a constant Cl such
that

Iv(~) I<C1el,,,,w, ~ERn.

Let us split the integral into two parts where 17) I<~ I~ I and 17) I>
~ /.;:/. Note that 1';:-7)1<3/7)1 in the second case. Hence

(2n-)nlu(~) I<f I$(7) fj (';:-7) Id7)
1~1<1/21f1

+f I$ (7) fj (~-7) Id7)
1~1""1/21f1

=I+II.

Then

I < sup Ifj (7) III$IIL'.
J ~-" <11 2 J f I

It follows from Theorem 2. 10 that

II<C1f 1$(7) lel"'(f-~)d7)
1~12:1I21f1

<CIf 1$(7) le3l"'(~)d7).
I ~ I ":1/2 I f I

Note that the concavity and the increase of (j) is essential in the above
inequalities. Thus

(2n-)n Iua) I< sup Iu(7)) 1I1~IILJ +C1f I$(7) Ie3M~)d7).
J~-"<1/2Ifl 1~1",,1/21f1

Let r be an open cone where
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Iii (~) I<C~e-~..m

i.e., F= (J:(v» and let F1cru {O} be a closed cone. Then we can
choose O<c<1 so that r;EF if I;Erl and 1~-r;I<cl~l. Since I~I-

Ir; I< I~ - r; I<c \~ I. we have I~ I< 11 c Ir; \ •

Therefore we have for A>O

(2n-) "sup eJ
..w lu(c$) I<suPlii(r;) 11I~IIL\e~Olc,/I-cl

r\ ,er

+Clf \$(r;) \e3J..('leJOl(,Il-cldr;
1,1>1I2Iel

=III+IV.

Then

where [ ] denotes the Gauss symbol, and

IV<Clf 1$(7) Ie3H.. C,l+.. U/3(I-ch7ll d7).

Set

k= 1
3(I-c)

We consider the following two cases.

i) k<l, i.e., c< ~

Since w is increasing

ii) k>l, i.e., c>~

Similarly,

IV<Clf 1$(1) Ie6J.. (C CkJ +1),)dr;.

For case i) we have for every A>O
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It remains to show that the right hand side of the above inequality is
finite. Since

Ifj (7) I<C,[''''<'> for every J.l>O,

the first term is finite. For the second term let ,,1= nt1 • Then because

of condition (r) in Definition 2.4

The case ii) can be proved similarly.
Let {} be an open set in Rn and uE9I..'(Q). We set for xEQ.

2"u= n2(qSu), qSE9I.. (Q), qS(x);t:O•
•

THEOREM 3.3. If f/JE9I.. ({J), qS(x)::;tO and supp qS-{x} then

2(qSu)-:E,,(u).

Proof. Let V be an open cone containing 2,,(u). Then the existence
of local unit and the compactness of unit sphere allow us to find qSh "',
qSjE9I.. ({J) with

When qSEg;",(Q) and supp r/J is so close to x that qSl"'qS{=!=O there, we
can write r/J=</Jth .. ·.pj with </JE9J.. (fJ). Also it follows from Theorem
3.2
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Since ~(rpu)-::J~,.(u) when rp(x):tO by definition the theorem is proved.
Finally we are now in a position to define (A)-singular spectrum.

DEFINITION 3. 4. If uE9f.,' (Q), then the closed subset of Q X (Rn\o)
defined by

sing., spec U= {(x, ~)E{JX (Rn\o); ~E~,.(u)}

is called (A)-singular spectrum of u. Because of this definition it is clear
that its projection in Q is sing.. sUPP u.

REMARK. Most of the theorems on singular spectrum can be directly
generalized for (A)-singular spectrum. We leave this to the reader.
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